
BOROVETS RECRATION LODGE* 

 

Borovets Recreational Lodge* is located 

in the resort of the same name - the 

oldest and largest mountain resort in 

Bulgaria.  

It is placed on the northern slopes of 

Rila Mountain, at 1350 m altitude and at 

a distance of only 70 km from Sofia, 80 

km from the town of Blagoevgrad and 

120 km from the city of  Plovdiv. 

 

 

 

The climate in the resort is temperate, winter is mild with lots of snow. 

The coldest month is January, with an average temperature of about 4.8 °C. 

The winter scenery is incredible with its dazzling snowy whiteness and 

beauty. 

The ski season usually lasts from mid-December to April. The resort 

offers excellent conditions for winter sports: alpine skiing, biathlon, cross-

country skiing and snowboarding. The ski slopes are 24 in number, with a 

total length of 58 km and are suitable for advanced skiers and professionals 

as well as beginners and children. . There from start the routes to the 

majestic Peak of Musala, the Malyovitsa Peak, the incredible natural 

phenomenon - the Seven Rila Lakes, the town of Beli Iskar and to the 

natural sightseeing the Black Rock. 

 



 

 

 

 

There are 1 apartment, 7 rooms type “Borovets” and 45 double/twin rooms 

available. All rooms have a private bathroom and are equipped with a mini 

bar and IP TV. 

 

Lodge amenities: 

 

- Fitness; 

- Finnish sauna; 

- Table tennis; 

- Pneumatic weapon shooting range; 

- Billiards and Bagatelle; 

- Electronic darts; 

- Kids corner; 

- 200 seats Borovets casual-dining restaurant; 

- Wi-Fi in the area around the reception and the restaurant; 

- Free parking for guests. 

 

Upon request, transportation to the ski facilities at the resort is organized. 

 



 
 

 

Borovets Recreational Lodge* welcomes tourists only during the 

winter season. 

 

GPS: 42°16’38.2”N 23°35’56.3”E 

Resort Complex Borovets 

 
CLIMS - BULGARIA 

PRICE LIST 

SEASON “WINTER 2022/2023” 
FOR INDIVIDUAL RESERVATIONS 

 

Type of room 

Price per night in EUR for two 
persons includes breakfast, 
VAT, parking (there is a limit 

of the parking stops). 

Resort fee and hotel 
insurance per person, per 
day in EUR, VAT 

High season 

01.12.–31.03. 

Adult/ Child 
between 3 
and 12 
years old 
pays 

Child until 
3 years old 

Apartment 63 

0,59 0,65 
DBL room "Borovets" 56 



DBL room 53 

DBL room for single 
use 

30 

 
NOTE: 
- The price of the room or apartment per day in euro (bad and 
breakfast for two adults, parking and swimming pool included if any) is 
also including the daily resort fee and hotel insurance for one person.  
-   When accommodating one adult with one child (between 3 and 12 
years    old), the adult pays 50% of the price per night on BB basis and 
the child pays the specific discount as follows. Resort fee and hotel 
insurance are added to the price of the accommodation.  
- Adult, additionally accommodated on a regular bed /after the 
accommodation of two adults/, pays 40% of the price per night on BB 
basis also resort fee and hotel insurance are added to the price of the 
accommodation. 
-  Adult on extra bed pays 30% of the price per night on BB basis 
also resort fee and hotel insurance are added to the price of the 
accommodation. 
- Children up to 2 years old with minimum one adult person in 
apartment or room have free accommodation and only pays resort fee 
and hotel insurance. 
- Child on regular bed between 3 and 12 years old pays 25% of the 
price per night on BB basis also resort fee and hotel insurance are added 
to the price of the accommodation. 
-  Child on extra bed between 3 and 12 years pays 20% of the price 
per night on BB basis also resort fee and hotel insurance are added to 
the price of the accommodation. 
 

For bookings you should contact the CLIMS office in your country.  

 


